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Abstract

In 1996, a new category of signature scheme called a

proxy signature was proposed by Mambo, Usuda, and

Okamoto. The proxy signature scheme allows a des-

ignated person, called a proxy signer, to sign on be-

half of an original signer. In Mambo's paper, one kind

of cryptanalysis on their scheme was considered. In

this paper, it will be shown that the reported attack in

Mambo's paper is not practical and a simple counter-

measure can be easily developed. The proxy signature

scheme plays the role in many practical applications

and receives great attention after it was proposed. In

1999, Sung and Hsieh developed an enhanced version

of proxy signature scheme. However, it will be proven

that the Sung-Hsieh scheme is not secure. A simple

modi�ed version will be suggested.

1 Introduction

Public key based signature schemes, e.g., [1, 2, 3], are
developed to enable a signer to produce the signature
for a message by using his private key. To check the
validity of the signature, the corresponding public key
(verifying key) of a signer should be employed. An in-
teresting problem was considered in 1996 by Mambo,
Usuda, and Okamoto [4] in which a designated person
will be assigned to produce a signature on behalf of an
original signer when he will be absent. This new cate-
gory of signature scheme is called the proxy signature.
The proxy signature scheme plays the role in many

practical applications and receives great attention af-
ter it was proposed. Related works can be found in the
literature [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Also, the concept of proxy sig-
nature was independently pointed out by Yen [10, x3.4]
in 1994. So far, there have been �ve categories of proxy
signature schemes, each with di�erent level of delega-
tion and security assumption. The full delegation, the

partial delegation, and the delegation with warrant were
proposed by Mambo, Usuda, and Okamoto [4]. Later
on, Zhang [6] suggested two other modi�cations, i.e.,
the partial delegation with warrant and the threshold

delegation.
Brief description of the above �ve proxy signatures

are given below.

Full delegation: In a full delegation, a proxy signer
is given the same secret that the original signer
has. So, a proxy signer can produce exactly the
same signature as the original signer can do.

Partial delegation: In a partial delegation, a proxy
signing key � will be created by the original signer.
A proxy signer then uses � to sign messages on
behalf of the original signer.

Delegation by warrant: A signed warrant can be
explicitly included in the delegation. It is used to
claim the regulation of a delegation.

Partial delegation with warrant: In a partial del-
egation with warrant, a proxy signing key � will
be created and a warrant will be signed both by
the original signer.

Threshold delegation: In a threshold delegation, a
set of n proxy signers are given shares such that at
least t � n shares are required to produce a proxy
signature. It is called a (t; n)-threshold delegation.

A partial delegation and a delegation by warrant are
more secure than the full delegation. A partial dele-
gation with warrant combines both the advantages of
a partial delegation and a delegation by warrant. In
general, a partial delegation with warrant provides the
characteristics of acceptable performance and a reason-
able way to regulate the delegation, e.g., a valid dele-
gation period.



The property of nonrepudiation of generating a sig-
nature is also necessary for a sound proxy signature
scheme, like in any conventional signature scheme. In
a proxy signature scheme without nonrepudiation, a
proxy signer can ame the original signer and vice
versa. This is simply because that the original signer
can sign on behalf of the proxy signer. So far, a number
of proxy signature schemes with the property of non-
repudiation have been developed. They are called the
proxy-protected proxy signature in [4, 5] and are called
the nonrepudiable proxy signature in [6, 7].
Among the above nonrepudiable proxy signature

schemes, the Mambo-Usuda-Okamoto scheme [4] and
the Kam-Park-Won scheme [5] have been shown to
be insecure by Sun and Hsieh [8]. Also, the Zhang's
scheme [6] has been shown to be insecure by Lee,
Hwang, and Wang [7].
In [8], Sun and Hsieh also suggested an enhanced

proxy signature scheme based on both the Mambo-
Usuda-Okamoto and the Kam-Park-Won schemes. In
this paper, we will examine the security of the Sung-
Hsieh scheme and will prove that the scheme is not
nonrepudiable. A slightly modi�ed version will be sug-
gested.
In Mambo's paper [4], one kind of cryptanalysis on

their scheme was considered. In this paper, it will be
shown that the reported attack in Mambo's paper is
not practical and a simple countermeasure can be easily
developed.

2 Remark on the Sung-Hsieh

proxy signature

Recently, Sun and Hsieh [8] proposed a modi�ed non-
repudiable proxy signature scheme based on the Kim-
Park-Won scheme [5]. In this section, it will be shown
that the modi�ed scheme is not nonrepudiable because
the original signer can forge a proxy signature key and
can sign on behalf of the proxy signer.

2.1 Brief review of the Sung-Hsieh

scheme

In the scheme, like in the ordinary Kim-Park-Won
scheme, the original signer and the proxy signer se-
lect so and sp as their private keys, respectively. The
corresponding public keys are vo = gso mod p and
vp = gsp mod p where p is a large prime and g is a
primitive root modulo p. The scheme is reviewed in
the following.

Step 1: The original signer computes K = gk mod p
where k 2R Zp�1. Then, the parameter e =

h(W;K; vp) is computed where W is the warrant
of the delegation and h() is a one-way hash func-
tion, e.g., MD5 [11] and SHA [12]. Finally, a secret
delegation parameter

� = so � e+ k mod (p� 1)

is constructed. The original signer sends
fW;�;Kg, called the proxy certi�cate, to the
proxy signer through a secure channel (to protect
�).

Step 2: The proxy signer checks the validity of the
proxy certi�cate by computing

g�
?
� vh(W;K;vp)

o �K (mod p):

If it holds, the proxy signer computes the proxy
signing key as

�p = � + sp mod (p� 1): (1)

Note that the corresponding public key for verify-
ing signature generated using �p is

v0p = g�p = vh(W;K;vp)
o �K � vp mod p: (2)

Step 3: When the original signer is absent, the
proxy signer can sign on behalf of the origi-
nal signer by using any existing discrete loga-
rithm based signature schemes, e.g., the ElGa-
mal scheme [2] or the Schnorr scheme [3]. Now,
fM;W;Sign�p(M);K; vo; vpg are sent as the com-
plete signature for message M where Sign�p(M)
means the usual signature using �p as the signing
key.

Step 4: The signature veri�er/receiver �rst computes
the signature verifying key v0p as in Eq.(2), then
checks the correctness (validity) of the signature
Sign�p(M) in the usual approach.

2.2 A forgery attack

In the following, it will be shown that the above proxy
signature scheme is not \proxy signer nonrepudiable".
This means that the original signer can sign on behalf
of the proxy signer and can frame the proxy signer if
he wishes.
The original signer chooses random integer k 2R

Zp�1 as usual and computes

K 0 = gk � v�1p mod p (3)

where v�1p is the multiplicative inverse of vp modulo p.
It can be proven that the original signer can use

~�p = so � e+ k mod (p� 1)



as the forged proxy signing key, where e = h(W;K 0; vp).
Consequently, the corresponding forged public key (i.e.,
the signature verifying key) is

~v0p = vh(W;K0;vp)
o � gk mod p: (4)

The original signer can sign and send
fM;W;Sign ~�p(M);K 0; vo; vpg to the receiver as
a valid proxy signature using ~�p as the signing key. As
described in the Step 4 of the scheme, the signature
veri�er/receiver will compute the signature verifying
key as in Eq.(2) before verifying the received signature.
The following manipulation proves that ~v0p will be the
derived verifying key:

vh(W;K0;vp)
o �K 0 � vp (mod p)

� vh(W;K0;vp)
o � gk � v�1p � vp (mod p) (by Eq.(3))

� ~v0p (by Eq.(4))

2.3 Enhancement of the Sung-Hsieh

scheme

In this subsection, an enhanced Sung-Hsieh scheme is
suggested. In this improved scheme, it is infeasible for
the original signer to forge a valid proxy signing key.
The scheme is sketched in the following.

Step 1: It is exactly the same as the original Step-1
except that e = h(W;K; vp) is replaced by e =
h(W;K; vo; vp).

Step 2: The proxy signer checks the validity of the

proxy certi�cate by computing g�
?
� v

h(W;K;vo;vp)
o �

K (mod p). If it holds, the proxy signer computes
the proxy signing key as

�p = � + sp �K mod (p� 1): (5)

In this modi�ed scheme, the corresponding public
key for verifying signature generated using �p is

v0p = g�p = vh(W;K;vo;vp)
o �K � vKp mod p: (6)

Step 3: It is exactly the same as the original Step-3.

Step 4: The signature veri�er/receiver �rst computes
the signature verifying key v0p as in Eq.(6), then
checks the correctness (validity) of the signature
Sign�p(M) in the usual approach.

2.4 Security analysis of the enhanced

scheme

The following paragraphs discuss the security issue of
the enhanced Sung-Hsieh scheme.

Attack 1. The original signer may try to forge a valid
proxy signing key ~�p as mentioned previously.
However, in the above enhanced scheme, it re-
quires the original signer to select two integers
(K 0; a) such that

~�p = so � h(W;K 0; vo; vp) + a mod (p� 1) (7)

and
K 0 = (vp

K0

)�1 � ga mod p: (8)

Note that the corresponding signature verifying
key now becomes (computed by the signature ver-
i�er)

~v0p = g ~�p = vh(W;K0;vo;vp)
o �K 0 � vK

0

p mod p:

This can be justi�ed by the following derivation:

vh(W;K0;vo;vp)
o �K 0 � vK

0

p (mod p)

� vh(W;K0;vo;vp)
o � (vp

K0

)�1 � ga � vK
0

p (mod p)

(by Eq.(8))

� g ~�p (mod p) (by Eq.(7))

� ~v0p

However, it is infeasible to solve the problem in
Eq.(8). The �rst approach is that K 0 is selected
�rst and try to solve the exponent a. However, this
is well known as the discrete logarithm hard prob-
lem. The second approach is that the exponent a
is selected �rst and try to solve K 0. This problem
seems to be also infeasible to solve or to be even
harder than the discrete logarithm problem.

Attack 2. In the Attack 1, the original signer (at-
tacker) computes her public key in an usual ap-
proach. However, in some scenarios, an attacker
may intend to forge a proxy signing key at the cost
of having her usual private key unknown. Sup-
pose that an attacker, say Alice with public key
va, as the role of an original signer wishes to forge
a proxy signature on behalf of a proxy signer, say
Peter with public key vp. Alice needs to compute

va, K, and �p such that g
�p � v

h(W;K;va;vp)
a �K �vKp

(mod p). One of the possibility is to let

va = v�K=h(W;K;va;vp)
p � ga mod p (9)

and
K = gk mod p

where a is an integer to determine and k 2R Zp�1.
Therefore, the proxy signing key (for Peter) can
be computed as

�p = a � h(W;K; va; vp) + k mod (p� 1): (10)



This can be justi�ed as follows: (we denote e =
h(W;K; va; vp))

vea �K � vKp (mod p)

� v(�K=e)�ep � ga�e � gk � vKp (mod p) (by Eq.(9))

� ga�e+k (mod p)

� g�p (mod p) (by Eq.(10))

It is interesting to note that the problem raised in
Eq.(9) seems to be more di�cult than that given
in Eq.(8), the reason is simply because of the inclu-
sion of a one-way hash function in Eq.(9). Thus,
the above forgery fails to work.

Attack 3. Another scenario of forgery attack is that
an attacker, as the role of a proxy signer, may in-
tend to forge a proxy signing key at the cost of hav-
ing her usual private key unknown. Suppose that
an attacker, say Alice with public key va, wishes to
forge a proxy signing key. Alice needs to compute

va, K, and �a such that g
�a � v

h(W;K;vo;va)
o �K �vKa

(mod p). One of the possibility is to let va =
vao � g

b mod p and K = vco � g
d mod p where a,

b, c, and d are integers to determine. Therefore,
the proxy signing key (for Alice) can be computed
as

�a = so � (h(W;K; vo; va) + a �K + c)

+(b �K + d) mod (p� 1):

Since so is unknown to Alice, the following ap-
proach shall be a reasonable setting to forge �a

�
h(W;K; vo; va) + a �K + c � 0 (mod p� 1)
b �K + d � �a (mod p� 1):

(11)
It is infeasible to select a, c, and d �rst (now K
is determined) and try to compute va to satisfy
Eq.(11), the reason is simply because of the inclu-
sion of a one-way hash function in Eq.(11). Fur-
thermore, even a possible va is obtained, the at-
tacker needs to compute b in order to obtain the
forged proxy signing key �a. However, under this
situation, to solve b from va = vao � g

b mod p is
equivalent to solve the discrete logarithm problem.
Finally, if the attacker let all fa; b; c; dg 2R Zp�1.
Then, it is believed that Eq.(11) will be true with
only a negligibly small probability.

3 Remark on the Mambo-

Usuda-Okamoto proxy sig-

nature

In Mambo's paper [4], a cryptanalysis on their scheme
was considered in which it was claimed that a proxy
signer could forge another proxy signing key. There-
fore, cheating conducted by a proxy signer is possible.
In this section, it will be shown that the reported at-
tack in Mambo's paper is not practical (and not really
correct) and a simple countermeasure can be easily de-
veloped.

3.1 Brief review of the Mambo-Usuda-

Okamoto scheme

The original signer and the proxy signer select so and
sp as their private keys, respectively. The correspond-
ing public keys are vo = gso mod p and vp = gsp mod p
where p is a large prime and g is a primitive root mod-
ulo p. The Mambo-Usuda-Okamoto scheme is reviewed
in the following.

Step 1: The original signer computes K = gk mod p
where k 2R Zp�1. Then, the proxy signing key
� = so+ k �K mod (p� 1) is computed. The orig-
inal signer sends f�;Kg, called the proxy certi�-
cate, to the proxy signer through a secure channel.

Step 2: The proxy signer checks the validity of the
proxy certi�cate by computing

g�
?
� vo �K

K (mod p):

If it holds, � is treated as the proxy signing key
and the corresponding public key for signature ver-
i�cation is v0p = g� mod p.

Step 3: When required the proxy signer can sign on
behalf of the original signer by using any existing
discrete logarithm based signature schemes. Now,
fM;Sign�(M);Kg are sent as the complete sig-
nature for messageM where Sign�(M) means the
usual signature using � as the signing key.

Step 4: The signature veri�er/receiver �rst computes
the signature verifying key v0p = vo � K

K mod p,
then checks the correctness (validity) of the signa-
ture Sign�(M) in the usual approach.

3.2 Remarks on a forgery attack

The following forgery attack was considered in [4]. In
the attack, a proxy signer holding a proxy certi�cate



f�;Kg (with a corresponding public key vo) may intend
to forge another valid proxy certi�cate f~�; ~Kg (with a
corresponding public key ~vo).
The forgery attack [4] works as follows. The proxy

signer (attacker) selects a random number u 2 Zp�1

and computes U = gu mod p. Then the attacker com-
putes 8<

:
~vo = vUo mod p
~K = K � U mod p
~� = (� + uK)U mod (p� 1):

It was claimed that f~�; ~Kg would be a valid proxy
certi�cate issued by some user with a corresponding
public key ~vo, simply because

g~� � gsoU+(k+u)KU � ~vo � ~K
~K (mod p):

It can be easily veri�ed that the above statement re-
quires

~KKU mod (p�1) � ~K
~K (mod p)

where ( ~K
~K mod p) = ( ~KKU mod p mod p).

The above equation can be described in an alterna-
tive way as

~KKU mod (p�1) � ~KKU mod p (mod p): (12)

However, for a very large prime number p of the form
p = 1+ 2q (where q is also a large prime), it is easy to
avoid the occurrence of Eq. (12).
For the trivial case of KU < p � 1, it is evident

that (KU mod (p� 1)) = (KU mod p). Therefore,
~KKU mod (p�1) � ~KKU mod p (mod p) is true for any
~K. It is also easy to verify the case of KU = p � 1,
in which ~K0 � ~Kp�1 (mod p). However, it is easy to
counteract the above forgery by setting K � p=2, so
that the only possible value of U to conduct the attack
is one. Note that U = 1 implies u = p� 1 since g is a
primitive root modulo p. Interestingly, the requirement
of U = 1 and u = p� 1 result in ~vo = vo, ~K = K, and
~� = �. So, no forgery is possible.
For the nontrivial case of KU > p� 1, we �rst note

from the following Lemma 1 that KU mod (p� 1) 6=
KU mod p.

Lemma 1. Given two nonzero integers K and U se-

lected from [1; p� 1] and that KU > p� 1. It results in
that KU mod (p� 1) and KU mod p are di�erent.

Proof. Let KU mod (p� 1) = R1 and KU mod p =
R2. Therefore, KU = t1(p� 1) +R1 and KU = t2p+
R2 for two existing integers t1 and t2. Note also that
KU � (p � 1)2 since both K and U are less than or
equal to p� 1.

Suppose that R1 = R2, then it results in t1(p� 1) =
t2p. Based onKU > p�1 and t1(p�1) = t2p, it results
in that t1 = np and t2 = n(p� 1) for an integer n � 1.
However, the substitution of t1 and t2 into the rep-

resentation of KU contradicts KU � (p � 1)2. This
proves that KU mod (p� 1) 6= KU mod p. ut

In this case, the requirement for a possible proxy
certi�cate forgery is analyzed below. In the follow-
ing discussions, it is assumed that p (= 1 + 2q) is
a very large prime number and q is also a large
prime. Let the order of ~K modulo p be r. Denote
� = jKU mod (p� 1) � KU mod pj. It can be ob-
tained from the following Lemma 2 that � � p � 2
if KU > p� 1.

Lemma 2. Given any positive integer x > p� 1, then
jx mod (p� 1)�x mod pj � p�2 where p is an integer

greater than two.

Proof. Let � = jx mod (p� 1)�x mod pj = jx mod p�
x mod (p� 1)j. To maximize �, it needs to maximize
(x mod p) and at the same time to minimize (x mod
(p� 1)).
Suppose that x mod p = p�1, then x = tp+(p�1) =

(t + 1)(p � 1) + t for an existing integer t � 1. So,
x mod (p� 1) = t and totally � � p� 2. ut

It follows from the Fermat's theorem [13] that
~KKU mod (p�1) � ~KKU mod p (mod p) is true if the or-
der r divides �, i.e., rj�. For p = 1 + 2q, the possi-
ble order modulo p are f1; 2; q; 2qg and the number of
elements with this listed order are f1; 1; �(q); �(2q)=
�(q)g, respectively. We discard the two special cases
of ~K = 1 of order 1 and ~K = p � 1 of order 2 when
modulo p; simply because of their special form and it
is easy to prevent. For ~K of order 2q = p� 1, it is im-
possible for ~KKU mod (p�1) � ~KKU mod p (mod p) to
be true because 2q = p� 1 never divides � (recall that
� � p� 2 if KU > p� 1).
For the last case, r = q, the probability of �nding a

value u (and therefore U) so that qj� is negligibly small
because � will be a random integer over [1; p � 2] =
[1; 2q � 1]. The only possibility for qj� is when � = q.
This concludes our claim that the forgery attack re-

ported in [4] is not practical and can be prevented eas-
ily.

4 Concluding remarks

In this paper, it is shown that the Sun-Hsieh nonrepu-
diable proxy signature scheme is not sound. A forgery
attack is demonstrated in which the original signer can



forge a valid proxy signing key and can sign messages
on behalf of the proxy signer.
We also give remarks on a forgery attack described

in Mambo's paper on proxy signature. The attack is
not practical and simple countermeasures are easy to
develop.
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